Corrigendum-2 to Tender No.: GCO 8550 P22

This corrigendum is being issued to amend the in Page no. 27,28,29 against SOQ
of the aforementioned tenders .
Scope of work against SOQ have been corrected and amended and in the tender document as
attached
Line No 10 : Setting up marker station & Measurement
Text: Providing assistance for locating the pipeline and taking

measurement for approach road, drawing. manual measurement by
tape or chain from Marker station to marker station along the
RoW for establishment of the distance including supply of
rope, peg etc. &Providing assistance for manual measurement by
tape or chain from Marker station to marker station along the
RoW for establishment of the distance including supply of
rope, peg etc. The job involves placing magnetic marker on the
pipe surface at a distance of one kilometre. The job requires
cross-trenching and locating the pipe. Excavate the pipe up to
its top surface (average depth 1.5-1.7 meter). Take
measurement of the marker from the nearest marker and nearest
fixed structures of building/ electric post/ boundary
marker/TLP post etc.
Line No 20 : Supply of Marker
Text: Supply of Marker plastic (traffic cone) to be placed over

Magnets for future ease of identification. Gem (Product id:
5116877-68945034893)
Line No 30 : Assistance During Cleaning PIG run
Text: Assistance during Cleaning pig run: Providing assistance

during gauge pig & cleaning pig run, oil handling , cleaning
and other misc. job in connection with I.P.Survey.Job involves
assistance during cleaning Pig Run. Requirement is lifting the
crude oil from pit during each Run. Assistance during
insertion of PIG into barrel. Cleaning of the site. In the
receiving side the job involves cleaning the PIG, store the
sludge at designated location. Loading of oil/sludge drums at
launching station and unloading at receiving stations.
Line No 40: Assistance during I LI (MFL) tool run

Text: Providing assistance for crane operation, material

handling, removal & refitting of strainer. Providing
assistance for crane operation, material handling, removal &
refitting of strainer at Scrapper trap.
Line No 50 : Filling & placing the earth filled bag
Text: Providing services of filling, stitching and placing the

sand /earth filled cement bags for facilitating crane movement
and other related services as directed. Providing services of
filling, stitching and placing the sand /earth filled cement
bags for facilitating crane movement and other related
services as directed. The job involves supply of cement bags
filled with earth.
Line No 60 : Material handling
Text: Providing assistance for loading and unloading,

transportation assistance.
Line No 70 : Camp Assistance
Text: Proving Assistance for 2 no. of camp set up at Repeater

stations.
Line No 80: Cleaning of Basket Filter
Text: Job involves opening of basket filter strainer, cleaning

the strainer, re fitting the same, Transportation of the
Sludge collected to the designated Pit.

All other terms and Conditions will remain unchanged
The above shall also hold true for all pages 27,28,29of the Tender document GCO
8550 P22 where Scope of service is stated.

